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so that it's self-sustaining.
Visualize your problem. Visualize yourself wallowing in it, feeding it energy

So, now you`ve got your star. What do you do with it?
Begin with quietness. Sit comfortably outside. Dress
warmly if necessary. Close your eyes, breathe deeply for a 
moment, and still your mind.

Tilt your face toward the sky. Open your eyes. Find
your star. Now look at it. Simply look at it.
You may have already noticed its color (some stars have faint
bluish colors, others are reddish). Direct 
your attention towards the star. Dont think about
it, attune with it.

Blink normally to avoid straining your eyes. If your
mind wanders; if you begin to look away at other stars
gently pull your attention back to your star of power.
Keep it there for at least two or three minutes.
As you look at your star, accept its energy. Simply
open yourself to receiving its power. Feel it flowing
into you - strong, pure, cool, and yet warm at the same time.
Repeat this process for several nights
Your star of power is the key to unlocking the skies.

your rites and rituals.

Before performing any ritual contained within this chapter,
 look at your Star of Power. Attune with it. 
Then expand your awareness to include the whole crazy, 
spangled sky above you and perform

RELEASING
This ritual is designed to use the energy of the stars to
absorb negativity. Use it to help make a clean break from
negative habits, misplaced emotions, and other wonderful
human problems.

Hold out your arms before you. Cup your hands to-

Sit outside. Attune with your star of power.
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negative qualities into the words and into the paper. 

PUTTING IT ON ICE

(and not before) draw a hot bath. As the tub is filling

remove the ice cubes which contain the five quarters from

the tray and place them on a plate or in a bowl.

Remove your clothes. Stand before the tub with the cubes.

Say these or similar words:
Hot and cold, 
Mix well for me, 
Help me win,

 Prosperity

Toss the ice cubes into the tub. Climb in. Soak, visualize,
and absorb the transformed money energy. Afterwards, retrieve
the quarters to use another time.

Magic is a tool of personal transformation. This simple

rite utilizes ice as the tool with which we can change and
 improve ourselves.

First, write down three negative words that represent three negative

or aspects of yourself. These may include jealousy, cynicism, 
overemotionalism, guilt and so on. As you write, pour these

Flood it with personal power.

Fill a freezer proof bowl with water. Place the fingers
of your projective hand into the water and say these or similar words:  

You are a vehicle of transformation.

Now, place your paper into the bowl of water. 
Set outside or put into the freezer. When the water
has been transformed into ice, remove it from the cold.
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Mirrors are magical tools. They can be used to both

131

Mirrors are exquisite magical tools. Suffused with the
symbolism of the moon and of water, they can be used

in many evocative spells.

I included a chapter describing Mirror Magick in Earth Power
The number of letters I have received concerning this subject
has convinced me to present more information
on this aspect of magic in this book.

attract and repel specific types of energies. Mirrors have been
placed in houses, onto animals, and have even been sewn into 
clothing for protective reasons. Mirrors have been used in magic
for at least 2,000 years.

For the best results, purchase one or two small, frameless mirrors
that you can use in magic.  Though round mirrors are usually favored,

for ritual use, some spells specifically call for square mirrors.

A few of the rites included in this chapter direct you to look
into the mirror to see your own reflection, or for this mirror to reflect a 
candle's flame. To be prepared for this, experiment by placing

you can correctly position

them on folding collector`s plate holders or 

on small easels until





MIRROR SPELL OF LOVE
Items needed: 

One round mirror

One fresh rose (or some other sweet scented flower, such as
gardenia, jasmine, lavender, orange, plumeria, stephanotis, sweet pea,
tuberose, violet, or yarrow, among others.)

2 Pink candles
This ritual is best performed at night.

Place the mirror on a table so that, when seated before it,
you can see your face's reflection. Charge the two pink candles 
with loving energy. Place them into holders and set one on each
side of the mirror (far enough back so that they wont be reflected.)
Light the candles.

Sit before the mirror. Gazing into your own eyes, visualize yourself as a loved
person, involved with someone else on every level. Take up the flower
Hold it between the mirror and your face, so that the mirror captures the image
of the flower, and say thrice:

Shine, mirror, shine:
Shine with power;
Reflecting love
From this flower!

Absorb the loving energy from the flower as it bounces againist
the mirror and speeds into you. Feel it transforming you and preparing
you for the loving encounters to be.

Repeat for at least a week.
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A MONEY WISHING SPELL

A PSYCHIC SPELL

For best results, use an American coin minted before 1964.
These are actually made of silver. Coins dated later than 1964 are 
mostly base metals covered with a thin layer of silver, and so
have less power for this purpose.

Hold the coin in your projective hand. Gaze
into the water. Still your mind and breathe deeply. Rub the 
coin on your third eye, feeling your psychic awareness awakening.

Visualize your psychic mind blossoming like a pure white
rose, or rising as the full moon above the horizon of your 

consciousness.

Hold any coin in your projective hand. Visualize yourself
enjoying the fruits of prosperity. See yourself as a 
more monied person. Charge the coin with this energy.
Still holding the coin, say the following:

Coin of the realm,
Silver and gold,
Return to me
One hundredfold.

Toss the coin into the well and continue:

I call Water
To charge my spell
Now here within
This magic well.
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you can`t leave the house to perform these spells, 

you can create a wishing well at home.

* The well should  be of some natural material. A large glazed
clay flowerpot is ideal, as is any large bowl. It could be blue
to represent the element of water, but this isn`t necessary.







 After the stones have been thrown into the well,

Lazuli.
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bury the stones and recharge your well.

For the ''wishing well'' rite, use these or any of the other stones listed
in Chapter Nineteen: ''Creating your Own Rituals''.

Your wishing well - all wishing wells - are place of power. Respecting
them as such ensures the effectiveness of your magic.







We often lit fires on lonely beaches, traced symbols in the sand, 
and performed rite and ritual. Many other times we
simply sat and meditated on the pounding rhythm, the 
dazzling moon overhead or the phosphorescent foam riding
the top of the dark waves. If we were there before sunset.
we greeted the porpoises who would play just beyond
the line of breakers. 

If you wish to perform magic of this kind, its wise to follow a
few guidelines:

a) Go at dusk or at night only. During the day, you may
attract a crowd if you`re too obvious about what you`re
doing, and this rarely helps your magic. If the beaches
aern`t safe at night, perform your sea magic very early
in the morning. Use common sense. Heading for the shoreline
on the hottest day of the year to practice magic ensures
constant interruptions and curious looks. Cold, cloudy days
are fine for daytime rituals.

b) Check the tides before leaving home. Traditionally, spells of a 
constructive  nature (love, healing, money, psychic awareness,
travel, courage, protection) are performed when the tide is flowing
from low to high. Spells which are aimed at destroying disease, 
bad habits, obsessions, and so on are timed to occur with the 
ebbing tide (from high to low) when the waves slide farther
down the beach. Spells and rituals of all natures benefit from the
high tide. There are two high and two low tides each day. Many
newspapers list the day`s tides.

c) Bring a minimum of equipment. Some natural magicians
will haul cauldrons, incense burners, knives, special cups,
bottles of wine, food, napkins, books, tape recorders,
cords, swords, herbs, stones, and shells to the beach.
This is unnecessary. The trappings and tools of indoor



magic aren't necessary for outdoor rituals, for there
the elements are all around us. Many of the tools that
you`ll need can be found on the beach. Rocks can mark
out a circle. A piece of driftwood can be used as a pencil
to trace magic symbols in the sand. Shells - even if the`re
not perfect, pristine collector`s items - can serve as 
vehicles for spells. The most equipment that you`ll need
for sea magic includes a flashlight (for finding your way in the 
dark, if necessary); some food (for after the rite) and, perhaps,
fuel for the fire. One or two other items, appropriate to the type
of ritual that you`ll be performing, complete the necessities.

d) Wear comfortable clothing. Daylight rituals require no more than
a bathing suit or simple attire. If its cold, dress accordingly.
You might not be actually going into the water: swimming alone
(or at night) is dangerous.

e) Keep it simple. You dont want to perform rituals in which thirteen
people dance around a fiery cauldron at the edge of the sea.
Nor is it advisable to try to read long incantations by moonlight filtered 
through clouds. Memorize spoken words, if possible. If you haven't
memorized them, and are practicing your magic at night, use a 
flashlight or the fire (if any). Beach magic should be inspirational,
not mechanical. Yes, I do include spells and rituals in this chapter, 
but they`re suggestions. Use your intuition. A few words and a few
actions, in combination with correct visualization, can provide
extraordinary results in this setting.

f) Respect the world's oceans as sources of incredible power.
Feel their awesome energy. Attune with the ocean prior to 
performing any magic.













A SHELL SPELL

If images come into your mind, work with them. Attempt
to make them clear. Where are you? Who are you?
Do you notice buildings? Landscapes? The dress of other persons? 
What`s your name? Perhaps you hear voices. What language is
is being spoken? Can you see your own face or that of someone
else? Who's your closest friend?

(If you become frightened for any reason, stop the proceedings simply
by opening your eyes. You are in total control of this exercise.)

Stay in this state until nothing more will come, then slowly
move back to the present, riding through time in your mind on the
waves. Soon, open your eyes, stretch, and thank the sea for
its help.

Do remember that your conscious minds play tricks on us. This
is why the hypnotic voice of the sea is used here to lull it into
semi-consciousness, so that the psychic mind can speak. Still, view
with suspicion  all information received from such an exercise until
you`ve carefully studied it.

If you don't like what you discover, or feel the need for a cleansing,
let the ocean`s water brush your feet. Don't swin; simply wet your feet.

This is a multi-purpose ritual which can be used for love, money,
or health.
Choose a beach that you know usually has plenty of shells rolling
around on the sand. Go to the ocean for an hour or so before high
tide. Look at the waves and say these or similar words:

By surf and sand,
By wave and sea;
By foam and land,
A shell for me.









* Visualize a sparkling clean ocean, free of pollution.
The moon shines into it, scattering silver light upon its
vast expanse. Waves break as they approach you, each
strong and pure and clean. The foam glows with blue-green
light.

* Visualize the swelsl that create waves, formed in distant 
places. Feel their power. Visualize them as being
strong and pure and clean.

* Visualize a beach on a hot summer day. See people taking
their trash with them. Visualize the oceans as being strong
and pure and clean.

* Visualize a harbor busting with ships. See their owners and 
all who sail on the sea refusing to pollute the water. Visualize
the oceans as being strong and pure and clean.

* Visualize a city by the ocean. See its factories refusing to 
discharge toxics into the water. Visualize the oceans as
 being strong and pure and clean.

* Visualize our planet as seen from space. See its inhabitants
as ocean-loving creatures, surrounded by water. Visualize its
its oceans as being strong and pure and clean.

* Visualize a sparkling clean ocean, free of pollution. The sun 
shines onto it, brightening its vast expanse. Waves break
as they approach, each strong and pure and clean.  The 
foam whitely glistens. Fish swin beneath its surface through
clear water. Crabs scatter on surf-splashed rocks. Coral polyps
builds reefs. Dolphins and seals dance through the waves. 
Whales echo their calls. Restless sharks maneuver through the
depths. Seaweed waves in shadowy splendor....and throughout
the world, we finally realize that the ocean is our mother, and that



we'll take care of her.
Following the visualizations, touch the water once again.









Composing Music: Water

Courage: Fire
Dreams (to remember): Air, Water

Dreams, Psychic: Water

Drowsiness (to prevent): Fire

Earth (to protect our planet): Earth, Air, Fire, Water

Employment: Earth

Friendship (to create or to foster): Water

Guilt (to release): Air

Healing: Water, Fire

Health: Water, Fire

House (to obtain) :Earth

House (purification): Water

Interviews (to excel in): Fire

Jealousy (to release): Earth

Love: Water

Magical energy: Fire

Marriage (to strengthen): Water

Methamphetamine Addiction (to break): Water

Money: Earth

Overeating: Air

Peace: Water

Physical and Magical Strength: Fire

Protection: Fire
Psychic Awareness: Water

Purification: Water, Fire
Sex: Fire
Sleep (to cause): Water

Smoking (to break addiction): Water

Stress (to cease): Water

Studying: Air

Travel: Air

Travel (protection during): Fire













Dreams 

Dreams (psychic)



Herbs: Basil, chile pepper, ginger

stones into water in sunlight, dry, and wear.

Symbol:

Stones: Tiger`s Eye, red tourmaline.
Ritual Forms:  Charge and smell herbs; place charged

Earth (to protect and heal our planet)

area. Collect with love.

Mined stones of all kinds (including quartz crystal) are not recommended.
Ritual forms: Visualization; charging stones and placing in ground; 
charging seedling trees and planting.

Symbol:

Colors:  Brown and green. Candles are not recommended.
Herbs: Collect a few leaves and flowers from the wild plants in your

Stones: Simple rocks that you find in the ground or in the riverbeds. 

Employment

around candles. 

Color: Green
Herbs: Allspice, basil, cinnamon, dill, sage
Stones: Boodstone, peridot, topaz, tiger's eye
Ritual Forms: Rub symbol (drawn on paper) with herbs, place stones

Other Tools: Color photograph of the earth from space.



 Yellow
(to Release)Guilt 

Symbol:

qualifications, hours, location and so on.
Other Tools: Write up a ''Want Add'' for your needed job, listing salary 

Frienship (to create or to foster)
Color: Pink
Herbs: Camomile, cinnamon, coriander, lemon balm, vetivert.
Stones: Amethyst, chrysocolla, chrysoprase, rose quartz

others, charge herbs or stones and carry with you.

Symbol:

Ritual Forms: Draw the symbol above a picture of yourself with

Color: 
Herbs: 
Stones: 

Ritual Forms: 

Anise, rose, rosemary, slippery elm.

Aquamarine, calcite, rose quartz, salt

Release guilt into stone and throw into the air, make symbol on leaf,
rip up and throw off a high place into the air.







small amount of charged herb before interview.

Symbol:

cloth and carry; release jealousy into stone; burn charged blue
candles. 

Symbol:

Other Tools: Add charged lemon juice to window washing solution.

Interviews  (to excel in)
Color: Red
Herbs: Allspice, blackpepper, rosemary
Stones: Amethyst, bloodstone, carnelian, tiger's eye.
Ritual Forms: Charge stones and take with you; eat food containing

Other Tools: Charge resume with confident energy. Visualization.

Jealousy  (to Release)
Color: Blue
Herbs: Cardamom, coriander, dill, lemon, rose, rosemary
Stones: Amethyst, chrysocolla, rose quartz
Ritual Forms: Trace symbol in fine-grounded herb, then wrap in 





Symbol:

rose.

candles; charge herbs and place under bed.

Symbol:

burned in ritual; photograph.

Stones: Rose quartz, pink tourmaline.
Ritual Forms: Place paper with symbol under pink and red

Other Tools: Visualization; candles saved from wedding cake

all in blue bag and carry; baths with charged stones; 
charged fresh roses next to bed.

with other water and pour down drain).

Money

Methampetamine Addiction (to Break)
Color: Blue
Herbs: Lavender, rose, pennyroyal, peppermint, sage
Stones: Amethyst, jade, rose quartz
Ritual Forms: Draw symbol, charge herbs and stones, place

Other Tools: Bowl of water (dissolve addiction in water, dilute

Color: Green 
Herbs: Basil, clove, dill, nutmeg, patchouly, pine, sage











roses, sweet pea, thyme. Dried herbs and flowers are
not recommended.

Symbol:

Stress

charged lavender to bath; wearing charged stones.

Symbol:

or gently swimming; running water (place feet in)

Stones: Aventurine, botswana agate, topaz
Ritual Forms: Charge stone and carry; sniff fresh, charged flowers.

Other Tools: Support groups; stop-smoking plans and gadgets.

Other Tools: Smelling fresh, sweet-scented flowers; bathing

Ritual Forms: Meditation on blue candle's flame; adding a bag of
Stones: Amethyst, calcite, kunzite, malachite, sodalite.
Herbs: Cumin, lavender, pennyroyal
Color: Blue

Studying
Color: Yellow



during ritual.

Symbols:

Herbs: Gum mastic, rosemary.
Stones: Aventurine, emerald, fluorite, citrine.
Ritual Forms: Charge stones; place on top of books

Travel

and burn; charge stone and send to your destination.

Symbol:

toward it.

Travel, Protection during

Color: Yellow

Stones: Aventurine, chalcedony, mica
Herbs: Anise, mace, peppermint

Ritual Forms: Carve destination onto candle with visualization

Other Tools: Map, with destination circled and arrows pointing

Color: Red

charge stones and place onto map of your destination.

Herbs: Seaweed, kelp, bladderwrack
Stones: Carnelian, turquoise.
Ritual Forms: Charge seaweed and carry with you on journey;





THE SUN
Some magicians may wait for months for the sun to
enter the proper sign of the Zodiac. This is fine for
major workings but unrealistic for those who are
working everyday magic. However, the there are
other solar cycles worth following....if you have
the time. If not, don't wait.

Sunrise
Day begins as light stretches out from the eastern horizon.
This is an excellent time to perform rituals involving purific-
ation, business success, study, employment, breaking add-
ictions of all kinds, travel, releasing guilt and jealousy, 
healing diseases, and the conscious mind.

Noon
The sun shines far above at full strength.  This is fin
for all sunrise ritual purposes, as well as those that
involove magical energy, physical energy, strength, 
protection, money and courage.

Sunset
The sun slips below the western horizon, signaling
the time for breaking addictions, weight-loss, banishing
misery and pain, transforming anguish and negative
habits.

Night
The sun is out of sight. This is the drowsy time for
beauty, dreams, psychic dreams, psychic awareness,
spirituality, sleep, sex, purification, love, friendship,
peace, releasing stress, healing wounds.



rarely followed today. The moon's phases and the types of

MOON
The moon waxes and wanes each month, rising an
hour or so later during each twenty-four hour period.
When it is full, it rises as the sun sets. There are different
types of spells traditionally performed at the phases of the
moon. More complicated patterns exist, relating to the 
specific day of each lunar month, but these methods are

magic appropriate to them are:

When the moon is waxing, it is time for beginnings, health and 
healing, psychic awareness, beauty, fertility, and all positive
magical workings.

Full
All positive magical spells are performed beneath the potent
glow of the full moon, including protection, love, healing, 
purification, psychic awareness, money and travel.

This is the time for banishment of habits, addictions, disease
and negative thoughts. Jealousy, guilt, and hurts are released
unding the waning moon. The old is swept away to make room
for the new.

THE SEASONS
The powerful effects of the seasons can also, according to
some Earth magicians, subtly affect magical workings. 
Traditionally, these types of magic are perfomed during 
these seasons:

Waxing Moon  (from new to full)

Waning Moon (from full to new)



SPECIAL TIMES

Spring
A time for healing, purification (spring cleaning is one survival
of this); psychic awareness, paying bills, fertility, planting 
magical gardens, and ecological rituals. Air magic.

Summer
A time for love, marriage, friendship, beauty, protection, 
courage, magical energy, physical energy, and strength.
Fire magic.

Autumn
A time for money, employment, new posessions (including
cars and homes). Water magic.

Winter
A time for banishment of disease, habits and addictions,
seeking past lives. This is a time for introspection, 
meditation, reading, and magical excercise designed to
renew the magician for the coming spring. Earth magic.

spells cast during storms will be empowered by them,
and may prove to be more effective. Protection rituals
are ideal at these times.

friendship, beauty rituals, and releasing guilt and jealousy.

and stilling moments. Release unrequited love.

assist study, and travel spells.

Lightning Storms are periods of intense energy. All

Rainstorms are fine for purification, love, compassion, 

Snowstorms are the time for gentle magic, purification,

Heavy winds empower rites designed to break addictions,





effect upon our conscious minds than do un-rhymed words. They 

better suited to a to a protection chant rather than a love 

* Clearly state your need

* Clearly state all dimensions of your need (enduring love
rather than love; complete protection, rather than just 
physical protection; breaking the addiction forever, as 
well as its causes, manifestations, and so on.

* If possible, mention some of the tools that you have 
decided to use in the spell in your own words or
magical rhyme. Indeed, for some spells, these words
may help you to structure the entire rhyme or chant.

* Use hypnotic words (beginning with ``s`` or containing
a ``z``) for psychic awareness, love and healing spells;
use potent, strong words for protection spells. Match the
words to the type of ritual you're composing. The words
``sharp``, ``jab``, and ``crackling`` would be 

rhyme.

* Don't expect the words to simply flow from you. Work
at it, and work with them. Your psychic mind knows what
you need.

* Concerning rhymes: most of the rituals that I've included in
this book contain rhyming chants. After many centuries of
observation and practical working, magicians have discovered
thay rhymed words, stated during a spell, have a more powerful

allow us to slip into the proper state, assist us with visualization
(because we are not busy trying to remember the next word)
and speed the build up and release of personal power.
If you can manage making some rhymed chants, fine. If not,
don't worry. As long as the words describe the effects of
your spell, they'll be effective. One last point - its best if you can







GATHER THE TOOLS
This step usually isn't taken until you're ready to perform
the spell. However, if you find your magical pantry low
on candles and herbs, there's no reason not to buy
new supplies. 

Forgetting matches (necessary to light candles) can
be frustrating, to say the least.

In gathering your tools, you're gathering together energies
that you'll call upon in your ritual. So the simple act of pulling
out a pink candle, buying a rose and finding a suitable cup
are more than just preperations for magic - they are magic.

PERFORM THE SPELL
This is the last step. There is little more to be said, for you

the spell will be effective. Still thinking that your spell will 
be ineffective because you've created it yourself? 
Release that disbelief.
Let it go to be cleansed of the winds, the sun's heat, the 
moon's cool pools and the Earth rich soil.
Cast your spell with a positive attitude, and it will surely
manifest.

already know how the spell will work. You also know that

Be sure to have everything necessary before beginning.



and living natural magic since then. Such experience has a knack

In reading this book once again some months after I finished
it, I was struck at the differences and similarities between
it and its predecessor, Earth Power. I began writing Earth
Power in 1982. In the intervening decade, I've continued
my magical studies and practices, and much of this work
is reflected in the current book.

I hope that the essence of Earth Power lives on in this book.
Not in its words, but in its tones and major themes. Earth Power
began as a compilation of the magical workings that I had performed
since I was 15. It was, of necessity, a simple guide to practicing 
folk magic, filled with magic pools, mystic mirrors, and enchanted
gardens. I attempted to present the type of magic that I had 
learned in my youth.

I doubt that I could write such a book today. I've become more
acquainted with more of the ``whys`` and ``hows`` of magic, 
have developped personal systems of spell casting, and have
spent 10 years researching, experimenting, collecting, thinking

of working its way into everything that I write, as it has in this book.

Afterword











MONEY

PEACE

PSYCHIC AWARENESS

PURIFICATION

PROTECTION
















